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Abstract

AERO Token (Avigation Easements Rights and Ownership) (“AERO”) is a 

proposed Ethereum-based distributed ledger system dedicated to the granting and 

utilization of avigation easements (i.e. airspace Right-of-Way access) and navigation 

of commercial unmanned aerial vehicles (“UAV’s” or “Drones”).1,2,3,4,5      

AERO provides a missing technological and legal mechanism necessary to enable 

and easily facilitate the consent of property owners for low-altitude drone flight 

over private property.

A Blockchain-Based Sharing Economy Will Enable a Drone Superhighway

Property owners (i.e. hosts) may grant and are compensated for providing revocable 

avigation easements, granting temporary Right-of-Way (“ROW”) airspace access to 

qualified drone service providers. 

A number of respected institutions and companies are working towards drone flight 

traffic management software solutions and commercial drone regulatory policy 

initiatives.

However, without an efficient mechanism to enable and incentivize property owners 

to grant low-altitude ROW access to drone service providers, there is no practical way 

to generate viable flight routes and fly commercial drones services at scale without 

trespassing, short of an eminent domain action.

By utilizing the blockchain, AERO Token enhances the sharing economy by 

demonstrating that under-utilized assets, in the form of airspace over property, 

can be leveraged to generate income. But perhaps more importantly, it provides a 

viable technological solution through voluntary participation that may influence how 

future policy and economic issues are addressed.

Creating a Drone Superhighway Using the Blockchain
A E R O  T o k e n
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Creating a Drone Superhighway Using the Blockchain

Despite demand, there exists no legal mechanism to enable a drone 

superhighway system for commercial services. 

“The future of commercial drone 

operation requires a legal and 

technological mechanism to enable 

and quickly facilitate low-altitude 

flights over private property.”
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New FAA drone regulations fail to address essential issues necessary 

for commercial applications 

FAA regulations are inadequate for allowing autonomous commercial 
drone operation within normal commercial flight paths (i.e. regulated 
airspace above 500 feet), furthermore drones are mostly restricted to 
operating below 400 feet.

Within the United States, FAA rules are evolving but inadequate for 
beyond visual line of sight (“BVLOS”) commercial drone operations 
within controlled airspace (i.e. regulated airspace above 500 feet). 
Furthermore, drones are primarily restricted to operating below 400 
feet (with minor exceptions).

Problem

The ability to fly at low-altitudes over private property is essential for 

successful commercial drone operations at scale.

(i)  There is no practical mechanism in place for property owners to 

voluntarily authorize commercial drone operations over their property.

(ii)   There is currently no incentive nor reward mechanism to encourage 

property owners to grant commercial drone service providers a low-

altitude access to airspace over their property. 

Drone operators need permission to fly at low-altitude over private 

property without trespassing. 

The United States Supreme Court in, U.S. v. Causby (1946), established 
a property owner’s right and ownership of their airspace. While FAA 
regulations are progressing, they fail to address drone flight over 
private property, 

Unless the FAA expects drones to exclusively operate over public 
property or within controlled airspace (i.e. higher altitudes), a 
technological and legal mechanism is necessary to swiftly enable 
and facilitate the consent of property owners for low-altitude 
flight over private property, short of an eminent domain action. 
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Solution

A Blockchain-Based Sharing Economy will Enable a Drone 

Superhighway.

AERO Token enables hosts (i.e. property owners) to authorize their property 

for drone Right-of-Way operations.

By voluntarily granting revocable Right-of-Way (“ROW”) avigation easements and 

authorizing access to private - or public - property on the AERO Network, property 

owners and drone service providers retain control of their assets, discretion of use 

and are in a continued state of real-time communication.

Instead of pursuing an eminent domain action, which unnecessarily thrusts public 

policy issues and likely litigation upon unsuspecting individuals, we propose a 

mechanism that both incentivizes participation of property owners (i.e. hosts), while 

providing an unrestrained potential to create dynamic flight paths for commercial 

drone service providers (i.e. as opposed to static paths) and the ability to fly at low-

altitude over private property without trespassing.

While FAA rules prohibit beyond visual line of sight (“BVLOS”) commercial drone 

operation in regulated airspace (i.e. above 500 ft.) or at any altitude over public 

property (i.e. roadways and public land), there is nothing restricting private 

property owners from voluntarily authorizing access to their property’s 

airspace via an avigation easement. (see, 2. Navigable Airspace for Drones below). 

Even if FAA regulations were altered to permit various forms of drone operation 

within regulated airspace, that still fails to address the primary issue:

How can drones fly low enough over private property to provide drone 
delivery or other commercial services, without trespassing?
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The solution to flying over private property for delivery or other services inherently 

cannot derive from federal regulatory policy, as property laws are determined 

at the state and local level. While the FAA has regulatory authority over all U.S. 

airspace, it cannot compel access to private property at low-altitude without an 

eminent domain action (ex. non-voluntary utility and infrastructure easements). 

Therefore, you need voluntary participation from the property owners, short of an 

eminent domain or condemnation effort.

This Peer-to-Blockchain (“P2B”) exchange 
notifies the AERO Network of available 
Right-of-Ways for potential flight paths.

Drone service providers see available flight 
paths and request permission for flight.

AERO authorizes and reserves Right-of-Way 
property access for duration of flight.

 Hosts are compensated for granting a 
temporary Right-of-Way to authorized 
flights.
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S
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Drones have rapidly advanced in both capability and availability within the past few 

years. What started primarily as a recreational activity, i.e. drone piloting, has evolved 

into a highly sophisticated technology that can serve as a readily available solution 

for numerous commercial applications. From rapid parcel delivery for individuals to 

wide-scale industrial applications, if drones had a permissible framework to operate 

within, the future of commercial air services would come to fruition.

1a. A Blockchain-Based Sharing Economy Will Enable a 

Drone Superhighway

A number of respected institutions and companies are working toward drone 

flight management software solutions, while others have proposed policy 

initiatives with the aim of modifying FAA controlled airspace to accommodate 

both drone and conventional human piloted aircraft. 

However, without an efficient mechanism to enable and incentivize property 

owners to grant low-altitude Right-of-Way access to drone service providers, 

there is no practical way to generate viable flight routes and fly commercial 

drone services at scale without trespassing, short of an eminent domain action.

By utilizing the blockchain, AERO Token enhances the sharing economy by 

demonstrating that an under-utilized asset, airspace over property, can be 

leveraged to easily generate income. But perhaps more importantly, AERO 

Token provides a legal and technological solution to current problems faced by 

the commercial drone industry through enabling the voluntary participation of 

property owners and may materially influence how future policy and economic 

issues are addressed.

1 Mission
Creating a Drone Superhighway Using the Blockchain
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1b. The AERO Token: Value Creation for AERO Network 
Participants

• Drone Service Providers  will pay for network access with AERO Tokens 
on the AERO Network, thereby purchasing temporary airspace access via 
Right-of-Way avigation easements for low-altitude drone operations.

• Avigation Easement Grantors (i.e. hosts) on the AERO Network will earn 
income via AERO Tokens for granting temporary Right-of-Way access to 
airspace over their property for commercial drone service providers  (i.e. 
grantees).

• AERO Foundation is developing and will facilitate participation in the 
AERO Network.

1c. Airspace is an Under-Utilized, Valuable and Ideal Asset for 
the Sharing Economy

To assess the value of airspace over real property, appraisers and developers rely 

on specific appraisal methodologies. The value of airspace over real property 

in the U.S. is tied directly to the real estate value of the underlying property. 

For example, the methodology used to determine the value of permanent 

avigation easements, while historically offered through an eminent domain or 

condemnation action, is to determine just compensation for the assumed loss 

of fair-market property value caused by the avigation easement.6  Avigation 

easements have been primarily utilized for airport development projects, 

seeking permanent low-altitude flight lanes for approaching and departing 

aircraft.  While permanent avigation easements in the U.S. presume a negative 

impact on property value, developers are purchasing airspace Right-of-Way 

and ownership over existing buildings to build vertically in densely populated 

areas.7,8,9 These developers frequently work with appraisers who derive the 

valuation of airspace ownership and right of control from the value of the 

underlying property. However, additional factors are taken into consideration 

when determining the value of airspace and the right to access and control 

airspace over property is both a highly valuable and under-utilized aspect of 

property ownership. 
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In the Sharing Economy, expensive, idling assets are ideal for a peer-to-peer 

rental platform. Two core concepts of the Sharing Economy are idling capacity 

and the power of technology to unlock the value of under-utilized assets.10,11 

While airspace ownership and Right-of-Ways can be a highly valuable aspect of 

real property, airspace is infrequently viewed or leveraged by property owners 

to create a net-positive gain in income generated by their property. Airspace 

ownership and control, similar to unused and idling real estate in the Airbnb 

business model, can generate income for property owners in the Sharing 

Economy.  

 

Airspace is an attractive asset to host in a Sharing Economy as there are 

negligible recurring “Additional Costs” to be incurred by property owners for 

hosting their airspace or providing temporary Right-of-Ways of their airspace 

for drone service providers. The table below illustrates examples of recurring 

Additional Costs incurred by the hosts of real estate and automobile assets in 

the Sharing Economy. Airspace ownership becomes an even more ideal asset 

to “host” in the Sharing Economy on a peer-to-peer platform when the lack of 

recurring Additional Costs required to host airspace are considered.   

Expensive, idling assets:

MOST ideal for a peer-to-peer rental 

platform

Inexpensive frequently used asset: 

LEAST ideal for a peer-to-peer rental 

platform

Real Estate

Car

Airspace over Real Estate

Smartphone

  

C
o

st

Frequency of Use

 Idling Airspace is an Ideal Asset in the Sharing Economy
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1c.i The AERO Network: Peer-to-Blockchain Transactions 
Maximize Income for Hosts

Hosting airspace on the AERO Network through the granting of temporary 

Right-of-Way avigation easements can provide additional income for property 

owners. In the U.S., the IRS for tax planning purposes considers income 

generated from a temporary easement rental income.12 Temporary avigation 

easements can enable property owners to earn additional income from granting 

drone service providers access to airspace, without detracting from the value 

of the underlying property. 

AERO Network participants that host airspace access via temporary ROW 

avigation easements or stake AERO Tokens (see Section 11, Proof-of-Toll) 

will retain all income earned. The use of blockchain technology allows for the 

elimination of a third-party intermediary between the host and a drone service 

provider. As such, hosts on the AERO Network will not be subject to fees from 

a third-party intermediary.  

In today’s Sharing Economy, successful companies serve as third-party 

intermediaries and collect a percentage of host income and personal data (see 

typical structure below): 

• Car Note/Lease Payment

• Gas

• Maintenance

• Personal Time Driving

• Depreciation

• License

• RegistrationC
ar

• Mortgage/Lease Payment

• Personal Time Hosting

• Utilities

• Maintenance

• Waste/Recycling

• Standard Amenities

• Deprecitaion of 
Appliances

• Property TaxR
ea

l E
st

at
e

•  NegligibleA
ir

sp
ac

e

 Recurring Additional Costs Incurred by Hosts on Peer-to-Peer Platform
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The AERO Network will connect hosts and drone service providers directly 

using blockchain technology:

1d The AERO Network: Facilitating the Next Evolutionary 
Phase of B2C Parcel Delivery

The AERO Network seeks to facilitate the current evolutionary phase of 

Business-to-Consumer (“B2C”) parcel delivery that is the being partly driven 

by the technological advancement of commercial drones. With the advent of 

commercial drones, businesses that rely on B2C parcel delivery to distribute 

their products to consumers are investing heavily in projects that will allow them 

to transition from Same-day delivery, (1-12 hours) to Same-day, Guaranteed 

delivery within a definite number of minutes or hours.

$ Data Third-Party Intermediary

Provider

Consumer

AERO Tokens

Hosts Drone Service Provider

AERO Network Enabled by 
Blockchain Tecnology

Access to Air

The Next Evolutionary Phase of B2C Parcel Delivery13

Same-Day: Guaranteed
(X min/Y hours)

Same-Day:
1-12 hours

Next-Day:
1 Day

Deferred:
3-5 Days
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Food & Beverage

As consumer demand and expectations for same-day delivery increase, online 

retailers are investing heavily in drone technologies that will enable them to 

offer faster same-day delivery guarantees. Amazon is developing Prime Air, with 

a stated objective to deliver parcels to consumers using drone in thirty minutes 

or less.14 Alphabet Inc., Google’s holding company is working on Project Wing, 

which aims to manage drone traffic in airspace and is developing motion-sensor 

software that might contribute to future drone traffic collision and obstacle 

avoidance systems.15 In early 2017, Walmart submitted a patent application 

titled, “Unmanned aerial delivery system to secure location,” which outlines a 

drone delivery management system that utilizes blockchain technology.16 The 

inclusive AERO Network seeks to connect hosts with not only online retailers, 

such as Amazon, Google, and Walmart, but all qualified drone service providers, 

as a decentralized drone traffic management and low-altitude authorization 

system enabled by the blockchain. In the future, AERO Network participants 

could include various types of drone service providers across all industries and 

sectors.

Online Retail Government

Transportation

LogisticsHealthcare Public Entities

Private Entities
Individuals

Future Potential Avigation Easement Holders & Drone Service Providers on the AERO Network
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2 Navigable Airspace for Drones
Private Property Rights and Regulated Airspace

In 1946, the landmark case, United States v. Causby, 328 U.S. 256 (1946), the Supreme 

Court issued foundational guidance as to what extent private property owners 

actually own and may control airspace over their property. 

In Causby, a farmer lived adjacent to an airport whereby U.S. military aircraft 

entered and departed at low-altitude over his property. While interference with 

the farmer’s property caused direct and indirect economic damage, the Court 

addressed the seminal issue as to property invasion, trespass and occupation by 

flying at low-altitude over their property. The Court stated that landowners have 

“exclusive control of the immediate reaches of the enveloping atmosphere,” 

and that “the landowner owns at least as much of the space above the ground 

as they can occupy or use in connection with the land.”  The Court would further 

clarify that one need not physically occupy the airspace, in the form of building or 

structure to indeed own or have a connection to the land. 

With what surely will constitute one of the most prescient insights concerning 

the confluence of technological innovation and the law, the Court stated some 

seventy-years ago, in all but contemporary vernacular that had yet to be manifestly 

conceived, that the non-voluntary construction of a low-altitude drone 

superhighway over private property would amount to an unconscionable taking 

of private property (Causby, 1946):

We would not doubt that if the United States erected an elevated railway 

over respondents’ land at the precise altitude where its planes now fly, 

there would be a partial taking, even though none of the supports of the 

structure rested on the land.

As the Court would go on to articulate, compelling low-altitude access and use 

of airspace over private property would be a of form of taking (i.e. without just 
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compensation, low-altitude flight is a physical intrusion of private property in 

violation of the Fifth Amendment’s Due Process Takings Clause), that would 

subtract from the enjoyment, use and control of one’s property.

The reason is that there would be an intrusion so immediate and direct as 

to subtract from the owner’s full enjoyment of the property and to limit his 

exploitation of it. While the owner does not in any physical manner occupy 

that stratum of airspace or make use of it in the conventional sense, he does 

use it in somewhat the same sense that space left between buildings for 

the purpose of light and air is used. The superadjacent airspace at this low 

altitude is so close to the land that continuous invasions of it affect the use 

of the surface of the land itself. We think that the landowner, as an incident 

to his ownership, has a claim to it and that invasions of it are in the same 

category as invasions of the surface.17

“We think that the landowner, as an incident to his ownership, has a claim to it 

and that invasions of it are in the same category as invasions of the surface.”

2a. Land Use and Regulatory Takings of Private Property

Readdressing the specific issue of airspace ownership and control, the Court 

held in Griggs v. County of Allegheny (1962) that by directing low-altitude flight 

traffic over the petitioner’s property without consent or just compensation, 

the County’s actions had amounted to the taking of an avigation easement for 

which it had to compensate the property owner per the Fifth Amendment’s 

Takings Clause, as is pursuant to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment.

While contemporary land use, regulatory jurisprudence and takings law is in 

fact extensive, if not quixotic to the point of at times being contradictory,18  

Causby served a distinctive purpose, establishing the foundational nexus 

between airspace and private property interest. See footnote for a more 

comprehensive treatise and expansive overview on the subject matter, in 

Making Laws and Sausages: A Quarter-Century Retrospective on Penn Central 

Transportation Co. v. City of New York.18
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Therefore, the question as to when legislation or regulation amounts to a 

taking of private property is an issue as to the form (i.e. physical occupation, 

invasion or appropriation of property or a regulatory taking that deprives 

the owner of the economic use, enjoyment and benefit of the land) and 

extent of property interference. 

2a.i Physical and Regulatory Takings

In Lingle v. Chevron (2005), the Supreme Court summarizes takings jurisprudence 

as a direct government appropriation or physical invasion of private property, 

either of which requires just compensation.19  Moreover, the Court states that 

regulatory takings can occur, even without physical occupation or appropriation 

of private property, if it deprives the owner of all economically beneficial use.20  

While demonstrating that an owner has been deprived of “all” economic use 

may seem unnecessarily burdensome, it addresses non-possessory forms of 

property ownership (i.e. mineral rights interest or easement holders). 

 

Lingle takes into consideration the previous findings of the Court in Tahoe-

Sierra Preservation Council, Inc. v. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (2002):

The text of the Fifth Amendment itself provides a basis for drawing 

a distinction between physical takings and regulatory takings. Its 

plain language requires the payment of compensation whenever 

the government acquires private property for a public purpose, 

whether the acquisition is the result of a condemnation proceeding 

or a physical appropriation. But the Constitution contains no 

comparable reference to regulations that prohibit a property 

owner from making certain uses of her private property.21 

Therefore, Tahoe-Sierra and Lingle make a distinction between physical takings 

and regulatory takings, that impact economic use, even if not through physical 

occupation, invasion or appropriation. 
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2b. New FAA Drone Regulations Fail to Address Essential 
Issues Necessary for Commercial Applications

The Federal Aviation Administration Extension, Safety, and Security Act of 

2016 (“FAA Reauthorization”) became effective upon July 15, 2016.22  The 

FAA Reauthorization specifically addresses the issue of unmanned aerial 

system (“UAS” or “drones”) in no less than five sections. Moreover, the FAA 

Reauthorization follows the June 2016 release of the highly anticipated Part 

107 by the FAA, concerning commercial drone operations.24  However, Part 107 

neither facilitates nor creates many new commercial drone opportunities and 

serves primarily to acknowledge the existence of useful technology and its 

future applications. Functionally suppressive, Part 107 still prohibits the most 

essential technological capabilities necessary for practical commercial 

drone applications, particularly elements 1, 2, 3 and 4 below:

Beyond visual line of sight of the operator

Higher than 400 feet above ground level unless within 400 feet of a structure

Operation directly over people not involved in operating the UAS

A single individual operating multiple UAS

During nighttime hours

Aircraft over 55 pounds, including payload

Operation in weather conditions with less than three miles visibility

Controlling a drone while in a moving vehicle or aircraft

Payloads or equipment containing hazardous materials

Careless or reckless operations

1

2

3

4

5

6

10

9

8

7
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While Part 107 fails to address certain existing and mid-development 

technological capabilities, like autonomous or semi-autonomous drone flight, 

it does leave open the possibility for drone operations to request FAA approval 

for a waiver of certain elements of the above restrictions.

2b.i Line of Sight Limitations

The new regulations place a line of sight  (“LOS”) restriction on commercial drone 

operations, precluding exclusively GPS-based, autonomous drone operations, 

meaning drone operators must maintain visual contact with their drone. 

However, while exclusive first-person view (“FPV”) operation, where operators 

control the flight based on a video-feed from the first person perspective 

and orientation of the drone was prohibited, as opposed to drone operations 

based on direct visual line of sight, Part 107 allows for a broad exemption 

for first-person view operations if the “see and avoid” safety requirement “is 

satisfied in other ways.” The “see and avoid” language, in combination with 

the ambiguous “other ways” elements to the exemption likely address the 

ongoing development of drone-to-air traffic control communication, traffic 

collision and obstacle avoidance systems.

However, for the purposes of commercial drone applications, in particular 

parcel delivery services, it will likely require a degree of autonomy greater 

than the current FPV exemption and modification to the LOS requirement, to 

allow in some capacity autonomous flight beyond visual line of sight (“BVLOS”) 

necessary to facilitate drone service operations of greater range and scale.

To the FAA’s credit, it is not simply aware of the practical limitations under the 

current regulatory framework, but has initiated programs to analyze Extended 

Visual Line of Sight (“EVLOS”) operations, the reliability of the existing 

technology and mitigation of potential safety concerns. These evaluative 

programs include, but are not limited to, the Pathfinder Initiative, coordination 

with NASA’s Unmanned Aircraft Systems (“UAS”) Traffic Management (“UTM”) 

National Campaign23 and partnership with various digital platforms to create 

the Low-Altitude Authorization and Notification Capability (“LAANC”) in an 

effort to streamline waiver authorization in controlled airspace.25 
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2b.ii FAA Regulation is Silent on the Issue of Low-Altitude 
Flight Over Private Property

The FAA’s receptiveness to the ongoing technological changes and potential 

benefits of commercial drone services to the economy, as well as its willingness 

to coordinate inter-agency governmental programs with NASA and private 

technology vendors is indeed most promising.

However, unless the FAA expects drones to exclusively operate over 

public property or within controlled airspace (i.e. higher altitudes), a 

technological and legal mechanism is necessary to swiftly enable and 

facilitate the consent of property owners for low-altitude flight over 

private property, short of an eminent domain action. 

 

Instead of pursuing an eminent domain action, which unnecessarily thrusts 

public policy issues and likely litigation upon unsuspecting individuals, we 

propose a mechanism that both incentivizes participation of property owners 

(i.e. hosts), while providing an unrestrained potential to create dynamic flight 

paths for commercial drone service providers (i.e. as opposed to static flight 

routes) and the ability to fly at low-altitude over private property without 

trespassing.

A mechanism to facilitate wide-scale Right-of-Way access, via granting of 

revocable avigation easements at low-altitudes is an essential, if not the 

most critical component to successfully scaling commercial drone services.

While the FAA has sovereign regulatory authority over all airspace in the U.S., 

it cannot compel (i.e. force) low-altitude access over private property without 

consent, short of an eminent domain or condemnation action which would 

require judicial participation and just compensation, as it would constitute 

a form of taking.26 Moreover, as stated by the FAA, Air Traffic Control has 

no authority or responsibility to control air traffic in Class G airspace, which 

extends from the surface (i.e. ground) to the base of the overlying Class E 

airspace.27 

Therefore, without an efficient mechanism to enable and incentivize property 

owners to grant low-altitude Right-of-Way access to drone service providers, 
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there is no practical way for commercial drone services to map dynamic flight 

routes and operate at low-altitude without trespassing.

2c. Avigation Easements 

An easement is a legally enforceable mechanism that enables the use 

of property by someone other than the property owner. Easements are 

commonly granted to public utilities and government agencies for uses that 

benefit the public good (i.e. railroad tracks and public streets). Easements can 

be temporary or permanent (i.e. “runs with the land”). Permanent easements 

thereby remain enforceable upon future transfer of property ownership to 

any succeeding property owners.

Compensation and the rights to use private property is typically negotiated 

on a case-by-case basis, between property owners and the easement seeking 

entity. However, when public agencies have the authority to seek an easement 

and are unable to negotiate compensation and terms of property use, they 

may attempt to acquire the easement through eminent domain in a legal 

proceeding called condemnation. 

Airports frequently acquire avigation easements in the airspace over properties 

surrounding airports and airport development projects, as low-altitude flights, 

takeoffs and landings may include invasion, trespass and occupation of private 

property, therefore constituting a taking and/or interference with the property 

owner’s use and enjoyment of their property.

The AERO Foundation proposes the use of uniform Revocable Avigation 

Easements, which will provide a mechanism for property owners (i.e. hosts) 

to grant access to any qualified drone services providers within the AERO 

Network. This peer-to-blockchain instrument is a revocable and temporary 

agreement, enabling registered and qualifying drone service providers to 

access low-altitude airspace over host property in accordance to the terms 

prescribed by the avigation easement and the AERO Foundation.

2d. AERO FOUNDATION, LLC 

    9 E. LOOCKERMAN STREET  /  SUITE 311  /  DOVER, DE 19901
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3 What is the Blockchain?
Blockchain technology, at a rudimentary level, enables a network of computers to 

systematically assess and agree on the correct state of information on a distributed 

public ledger (“DPL”).28,29   The very idea that information, regardless of type, can be 

verified, trusted and permanently stored, without the need to rely on a centralized 

authority or human agent like a government entity, institution or person is what 

makes blockchain-based technology so unique and appealing.30 

An accessible, reliable and trustworthy distributed ledger can serve as a repository 

of information for both individuals and machines to make decisions.31  Bitcoin was 

the first blockchain-based technology to establish and demonstrate the inherent 

value of how utilizing decentralized nodes in a network to reach a consensus 

as to the accuracy of information stored on the ledger, can enable Peer-to-Peer 

(“P2P”) transactions, all without relying on a form of trusted human agency or 

the permission and reliance on a centralized intermediary (i.e. bank, company or 

government entity).32 

Bitcoin’s protocol was designed to transfer ownership and control of Bitcoin, 

a provably scarce asset, to act as a Peer-to-Peer digital currency.33 While Bitcoin 

holders exchanged Bitcoin for goods, services and currency, their every transaction 

confirmation served to further validate the significance and potential applications 

of blockchain-based technology.

3a. Proof-of-Work

Bitcoin’s mining protocol is based on a concept known as Proof-of-Work 

(“PoW”).34  Every transaction that is confirmed on Bitcoin’s DPL is verified 

during a process called mining.35 Transactions on Bitcoin’s DPL are compiled into 

a block and Bitcoin miners compete to verify the authenticity of transactions. 

In order to verify transactions are in fact legitimate, Bitcoin miners must solve 

a computational puzzle and the first miner to ascertain the correct solution is 

rewarded Bitcoins by the Bitcoin protocol. Bitcoin miners are incentivized to 
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participate in the network through this reward mechanism and in doing so, 

serve as trustless nodes, providing transaction verifications. 

Bitcoin’s implantation of Proof-of-Work successfully incentivizes transaction 

verification and network trust, as fraudulent transactions are rapidly identified 

and scrubbed from the DPL. Thus, successfully inserting fraudulent transactions 

into the DPL are extremely costly and highly unlikely to succeed. Theoretically, 

malicious attacks on the network should require actors to control a significant 

proportion of the overall network authority (i.e. hashrate) to successfully 

confirm false transactions.36 In practice, it is easier and more profitable to 

participate as a good actor in the DPL network, thus creating little incentive to 

attempt to falsify transactions. 

However, Bitcoin’s PoW methodology is not without drawbacks. As the overall 

network hashrate increases, competition to mine blocks becomes increasingly 

difficult, requiring greater computational resources and electrical power.37  

As Bitcoin’s hashrate has grown in orders of magnitude, the ever-increasing 

computational power necessary to successfully participate in the network as 

a miner has become prohibitively expensive to many, both in computational 

resources and energy consumption.38 Constructively precluding otherwise 

network-beneficial miners from the network introduces centralization risks 

and potential 51% attacks, jeopardizing the integrity and reliability of the 

information on the DPL.39  

When a single entity acquires sufficient computational hashing power to grant 

51% of proportional network authentication authority, it allows that entity to 

submit and verify fraudulent transactions or block transactions from processing 

on the blockchain. The increasing computational and energy resources necessary 

to mine Bitcoin blocks has materially contributed to the consolidation of miners 

into primarily application-specific integrated circuit (“ASIC”) server-farms and 

mining-pools that serve to further centralize DPL authorization authority.40 
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4 The Ethereum Blockchain:
A Protocol Designed to Hold More Information Than 

Bitcoin & Host Applications

Expounding on the Bitcoin protocol, that was designed to transfer ownership and 

control of Bitcoin, therefore acting as a form of digital currency, the Ethereum 

protocol was expressly designed to hold a wider variety of information.41  However, 

Ethereum is capable of more than holding information, but recording and executing 

programmable events from that information.42  

In summary, the Ethereum blockchain resembles a distributed logfile, copied and 

stored on every computer in the Ethereum network. Unlike Bitcoin, the scope of 

information permitted to be recorded to this distributed ledger, or logfile, is not 

arbitrarily limited or narrow in scope or capacity.43  With all information from the 

Ethereum network redundantly stored and programmable, the Ethereum network 

resembles a vast supercomputer.44  

Now, imagine that storing this supercomputer’s potentially unlimited volume of 

information and hosting it were not only accessible to anyone, for anything, but 

running programs (i.e. executing computations) on it nearly free. While it costs 

“gas,” small amounts of Ether (Ethereum’s token) to execute a computation, this gas 

rewards the computer recording (i.e. mining) the computation to the distributed 

ledger, thereby incentivizing participation and preventing programmable loops (or 

reckless computations) that could crash the Ethereum network.45  In its simplest 

form, Ethereum resembles an easily accessible, distributed supercomputer, 

with the programmable dexterity to make it both highly useful and immensely 

consequential. 

The computationally resource intensive task of running programs and manipulating 

data states on a decentralized database causes limitations on transactional speed, 

performance and network congestion.  While decentralized database solutions like 

IPFS, Storj and Ethereum’s Co-Founders recent scaling solution Plasma address 

scaling, storing and accessing data on the distributed ledger, specifics as to the 
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ongoing scalability and how the AERO Network will interface with decentralized 

storage solutions are in progress.46  

4a. Proof-of-Stake

The Proof-of-Stake mining reward mechanism was proposed within the 

Ethereum protocol and contrasts Bitcoin’s Proof-of-Work at a very fundament 

level, as blocks are deterministically chosen, when a miner encounters a block, 

they can be relatively sure they are the first to encounter it (and Ethereum 

miners) will not know for sure that they were the first miner to encounter 

the block until six confirmations later.47  With Bitcoin Proof-of-Work protocol, 

miners do not assume that they are the first to encounter the block and race to 

solve the mathematical puzzle through computational brute force.

One important distinction between Proof-of-Work and Proof-of-Stake lies in 

the data verification process.48 In most Proof-of-Work reward systems, data 

verification indexing services all exist in competition with one another. This 

competition is created by the reward mechanism of Proof-of-Work. Under PoW-

style reward mechanisms, only one indexing service is rewarded for verification 

of any individual transaction block; usually the indexing service that verifies 

the block first and with the highest accuracy is rewarded, while the competing 

indexing services attempting to verify the same block receive nothing.49,50 As 

indexing services increasingly collect computational power, large “mining” 

operations (collaborations of individual indexing services) come into existence 

and use massive amounts of electrical power during data verification process in 

blockchain transactions.
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25.2% AntPool

11.2% BTC.TOP

10.2% BTC.com

8.1% Bixin

7.3% BTCC Pool

5.4% F2Pool

5% ViaBTC

5% BW.COM

4.8% BitClub Network

3% Bitcoin.com

2.6% SlushPool

2.3% unknown

2% GBMiners

1.9% BitFury

1.2% CANOE

1.1% 1Hash

1.1% Telco 214

0.9% BATPOOL

0.6% Waterhole

0.6% ConnectBTC

0.2% Bitcoin India

0.2% Solo CKPool

0.2% Bitcoin Russia  

Examples of Bitcoin mining pools: AntPool, BTC.com, BTCC Pool, F2Pool, 

SlushPool, etc.

It is estimated that both Bitcoin and Ethereum burn over $1mm USD of 

electricity and hardware costs per day as part of their respective transaction 

verification mechanisms.52

There are some significant advantages presented in a Proof-of-Stake data 

verification system. These advantages include but are not limited to:

4.a.i. Consumption of Electricity

As noted previously, large Proof-of-Work based blockchain protocols tend to 

use economically unsustainable amounts of electricity in their data verification 

processes.53  Because the competitive aspect of data verification is removed 

under a Proof-of-Stake system, additional computational power does not 

improve the probability of being rewarded for data verification. Functionally, 

this eliminates the need for large “mining” operations as they currently exist.

Figure as Represented by Blockchain.info 51

http://BTC.TOP
http://BTC.com
http://BW.COM
http://Bitcoin.com
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4.a.ii. New Token Issuance

As a result of the reduced burden of electricity costs to data indexing services, 

the necessity of new token issuance is dramatically reduced. Current Proof-of-

Work models require issuing new coins or tokens to data indexing services due 

to the costs incurred by the data verification process. Since this cost is reduced 

or eliminated, the need to issue new tokens as an incentive to indexing services 

is similarly reduced or eliminated. Theoretically, it’s possible to have negative 

token issuance models with the Proof-of-Stake model.54 

5 Running the AERO Network on Ethereum

With the Ethereum protocol, it is possible to extend the functionality of the 

blockchain to create, store and execute computations in the form of decentralized 

applications (“dApps”), on a distributed ledger, without needing to create a new 

protocol from scratch. These computational executions are instructed by the 

parameters dictated within the dApp and are more commonly known as smart 

contracts.55  

The Ethereum Virtual Machine hosts all dApps and every computer serving as a 

node within the Ethereum network runs the virtual machine, providing by design 

a capacity to execute, arbitrate and verify parameters (i.e. rules or logic) specified 

within a dApp.56  The parameters designated by the dApps can be simple (ex. send 

100 Ether from source A to source B, on date Y) or as complex as any program 

designed to be run on a typical computer or smartphone (ex. a video game 

governed by numerous rules or a mobile phone ride-sharing application, that has 

rules influenced by both external conditions and internal parameters). 

Therefore, by creating a cohesive system of smart contracts, various wide-scale 

dApps can facilitate real-world specific transactions that otherwise occur within 

the sharing economy by a centralized organization (i.e. ride-sharing applications, 

short-term lodging rentals and parcel delivery services). Since dApp transactions 
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and computational processes are occurring within the Ethereum Virtual Machine 

- (i.e. on top of Ethereum’s blockchain) dApps can be fueled (i.e. miner’s Ethereum 

computation cost paid for) - by tokens mathematically coupled to something of 

value (ex. 2000 ETH = 1 BTC presale). Thus, since Ethereum’s Ether is the Ethereum 

protocols original token, then all dApp tokens are secondary tokens. The AERO 

Network will be fueled by the AERO Token, where drone service providers 

compensate AERO hosts via AERO Token.

In short, Ethereum-based dApps, harnessing the computational power of a 

massive decentralized supercomputer, can circumvent the otherwise necessary 

trusted central authority facilitating transactions within the sharing or on-demand 

economy. In a pure Peer-to-Peer (or Peer-to-Blockchain) real-world transaction, 

instead of an individual notifying one specific service provider to request a ride 

or a short-term rental property, participants can go directly to the blockchain, 

notifying all service providers. Therefore, dApps can eliminate the dependence 

on any one organization to match potential hosts and service providers based on 

siloed data. Centralized organizations can and certainly do provide real value to 

the sharing economy, however, serving as nothing more than digital gatekeepers, 

deliberately obfuscating supply and demand data, isn’t a component of their long 

term value proposition.

AERO Foundation is dedicated to creating a real-time navigation and property access 

authorization system for low-altitude commercial drone services. By voluntarily 

providing temporary Right-of-Way to commercial drone service providers, via 

revocable avigation easements, property owners will be compensated with AERO 

Tokens for granting access to their airspace for the duration of flight operations. 

AERO Network’s dApp will utilize smart contracts that rely on variables including 

GPS, guidance systems data and the AERO Database, in an effort to create a scalable 

infrastructure for a drone superhighway system.
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6 AERO Architecture

The AERO architecture is currently designed to be compiled into an interface 

that AERO anticipates will primarily consist of the following technologies:

1.  AERO Interface

2.  AERO Network: Client dAPP on the Ethereum Virtual Machine

 a. AERO Database

	 		 i.			Host	Verification	Information

  ii.  Host/Drone Service Provider’s GPS Data

  iii. Right-of-Way Avigation Easement Smart Contract Data

  iv. Available/Reserved Host Airspace

 b. AERO Core

 c. AERO Index

3.  Ethereum Protocol

AERO Core AERO IndexAERO Database

Host	Verification	Information

Host/Drone Service Provider’s GPS Data

Right-of-Way Avigation Easement Smart Contract Data

Available/Reserved Host Airspace

AERO Network

AERO Interface

Ethereum Protocol
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Step 1.
A host (i.e. verified property owner) notifies the AERO Network that their 

airspace is available during a specific time period for drone Right-of-Way 

operations; therefore, granting a temporary and revocable avigation easement 

to drone service providers qualified to participate in the AERO Network. 

Step 2.
Drone service providers can monitor the AERO Network to map potential flight 

paths for drone operations. 

Step 3.
Service providers may request Right-of-Way authorization from both available 

and idling AERO Network hosts, to access host airspace on the AERO Network 

for a designated time period. 

Step 4.
AERO authorizes and reserves Right-of-Way property access for duration of 

flight.

Step 5.
Property owners (i.e. hosts) are compensated for granting a temporary Right-of-

Way to the drone service provider via AERO Tokens (AERO Tokens fuel the network).

6a. AERO Network: Right-of-Way Airspace Access Enabled 
by Smart Contracts

The AERO Network will allow network participants to enter into smart contracts 

in the form of Peer-to-Blockchain temporary Right-of-Way avigation easements. 

AERO Network smart contracts will designate key components within the 

agreement, including duration of easement availability, date and time period(s), 

recurrence status, daily hours of operation, token-based compensation rates, 

and more. AERO Core will provide (modifiable) uniform revocable avigation 

easements, in the form of an easy-to-use and secure user-interface. This Peer-to-

Blockchain interaction enables hosts and service providers to easily participate 

in the AERO Network.
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7 AERO Network

The AERO Network will serve as a repository of navigable airspace for commercial 

drone service providers, utilizing the blockchain to broadcast available airspace, 

match hosts with drone service providers and ensure compensation to appropriate 

AERO Network participants.

7a. AERO Network Flight Routes and Chain of Connectivity

AERO Network flight routes will be determined from available Right-of-Ways 

on the AERO Network. Drone service providers can map contiguous flight 

routes from daisy-chaining available airspace on the AERO Network, enabling 

uninterrupted flight routes.

7b. Proof of Toll: AERO Token Network Dynamics

i. The Right-of-Way Avigation Easements, which grants consent and the 

terms of use for the Right-of-Way, are uploaded by verified hosts to 

the AERO Network. AERO Network validates and records to the AERO 

Network Database the hosts available airspace and the terms of its use 

(i.e. the time, date and period of availability of the airspace).
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ii. Once Right-of-Way airspace is granted by host(s), authorized and 

recorded to the AERO Network Database, the AERO Network notifies all 

network participants of the hosts airspace availability and parameters 

for potential use flight route. 

 AERO Network notifies network participants of the available airspace 

for potential flight routes network as follows:

          

(XA, XB, XC … XN)

iii. Drone service providers may request access to applicable host airspace 

for a specified drone operation.

iv. AERO Network confirms that the drone service provider’s request 

parameters match all of the available host Right-of-Way parameters on 

the AERO Network Database, applicable to the requested flight route.

v. AERO Network confirms flight path request and that availability is valid, 

then prior to entering into the smart contract, the dApp ensures that 

there are sufficient funds held by the requesting drone service provider.

vi. AERO Network reserves authorized and validated drone flight request, 

recording the transaction to the AERO Network Database.

 The requested flight route is reserved on the AERO Network in an initial 

state of (YA).

 As each separate host (e.g. node) along the chain of connectivity is 

reserved by drone service providers for a flight route:

 (XA, XB, XC … XN)
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 Funds are drawn from requesting drone service providers wallets, via 

smart contract, for each host specified along the reserved flight route:

 (YA  - XA ) = YB ->  (YB  - XB ) = YC  -> (YC  – XC ) = YD  … ->  (YN  - XN ) = YN+1

 Fund are distributed to hosts’ wallets and to the AERO Network, to 

pay for computational costs of executing the smart contract on the 

Ethereum Virtual Machine as follows:

 (XAU, XBU, XCU … XNU) 

Furthermore, the AERO Foundation will provide considerable effort to enhance 

and promote the chain of connectivity (i) internally and (ii) externally through 

cooperating with local, regional, and national organizations that have a common 

interest in promoting the availability of low-altitude drone flight operations. 

Concentrated internal efforts to promote chain of connectivity are outlined 

below:

•    PoT Guaranteed Fixed Income Payment Model for AERO Hosts 

•    Simplistic Host Onboarding with Reward System 

•    Bonus Rewards for Contiguous Referrals  

•    Bonus Rewards for Neighborhood / Block Participation 

7c. Network Governance

The AERO Foundation will determine the initial systems and primary rulesets of 

specific aspects of Air Traffic Control (“ATC”) in relation to the drone highway 

system. Controlling air traffic is a very demanding task when compared to 

controlling traditional road traffic. Considerations must be made in determining 

what altitudes are operable for directional air traffic. General air traffic 

governance dictates specific altitudes to be used by E -> W vs. W -> E traffic 

and N -> S vs. S -> N traffic. These ordinances are commonly known as Traffic 

Separation Rules 35 or (“TSR”) A system of TSR must be developed prior to 
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the initiation of the AERO Network in order to properly ensure the network is 

usable immediately, efficiently, securely, and safely.57 

7d. AERO Token Supply

The AERO Foundation will create a fixed supply of AERO Token, moreover the 

AERO Token will follow the ERC20 standard.

7e.  Host Identification Verification: Authenticating Host 
Authority and Legal Capacity to Grant Right-of-Way Avigation 
Easements.

Prerequisites to any successful sharing economy are both readily available hosts

and highly reliable host data for network participants to base their decisions

(i.e. drone service providers or users).

Due to the blockchain-based nature of AERO Network’s matching of hosts and 

service providers, AERO would like to lower the barrier of entry for network 

hosts, while continuing to ensure the validity of the data and integrity of the 

system. AERO will provide a number of security authentication procedures 

and dispute resolution mechanisms to ensure the AERO Network maintains 

the highest degree of reliability, regarding host property verification and 

authorization parameter data.

The host identification and authentication process will initially be a primarily 

manual and necessary process for hosts to participate on the AERO Network.

For hosts to be designated as verified hosts on the AERO Network, hosts will 

provide the AERO Foundation documentation of property title ownership, 

identification documentation as designated by AERO Foundation’s security 

procedures and the property’s associated GPS data. For hosts to be verified 

and designated as authorized to grant of Right-of-Way avigation easements 

for specific GPS parameters, the AERO Foundation will need to assess the 

host’s legal authority to grant avigation easements and record host verification 
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parameters to the AERO Database, for use by the AERO Network. 

While the AERO Foundation is willing and interested in coordinating with 

property title registration entities, until a more automated process can be 

determined, host verification will remain a mostly manual process. However, 

blockchain based title recording systems are currently underway in several 

counties in the U.S. and the AERO Foundation would like to support and 

participate in the development and experimentation of blockchain based title 

recording systems. These programs might involve the cryptographic key pair 

issuance by title recording entities to property owners and with the support 

of complementary technologies like AERO, could rapidly increase adoption 

and encourage experimentation of similar blockchain based title recording 

initiatives nation-wide. 

7f. State Channels

State channels allow transactions to occur without being immediately sent to 

the blockchain.58 Transactions are enacted in the form of signed messages that 

guarantee the future execution of the transaction within the blockchain.59  By 

using state channels, the speed of transactions executed are not limited by 

block time, but by the speed of the channel used to enact signed messages. 

Moreover, the number of transactions sent by the state channel is not limited 

by block size or gas limits on the blockchain, but by the bandwidth of individual 

state channels. In short, state channels provide the ability to rapidly process 

massive volumes of transactions.60 

Comparing a typical blockchain transaction to those that occur through state 

channels is somewhat analogous to a personal bank check transaction and a 

cashiers check transaction. A typical blockchain transaction that does not occur 

through state channels is similar in form to a personal bank check transaction 

where a transferor (party A) may sign and transfer a check to a third party 

independently of a bank and exchange it directly with a transferee (party B). 
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When party B deposits a check with their financial institution, it performs a 

check verification process. If there are sufficient funds to cover the check issued 

by party A, the check is verified and funds are released to party B. If there are 

insufficient funds in party A’s account to cover the check, the check bounces and 

the underlying transaction fails. In addition to the intermediary wait and hold 

times, an insufficient fund fee is typically charged to party A’s account.61 

The advantages of using state channels are similar to the advantages 

experienced by parties executing a financial transaction using a cashier’s check, 

rather than personal check. While a personal check may bounce or otherwise 

fail, cashier’s checks are guaranteed and verified by a third party financial 

institution, and as such are treated as guaranteed funds. State channels are 

similar to cashier’s checks, as they are trusted, contain cryptographically verified 

signatures, immutable and irrevocable. During the transaction confirmation 

process fraudulent and insufficient fund transactions are rejected by a network 

consensus and removed from the state channel. Therefore, the cryptographically 

verifiable components of state channel transactions drastically increases their 

security, reliability and overall processing efficiency. 

Through the use of state channels, the AERO Network can decrease the 

computational power required to process blockchain transactions, allowing for 

increased transaction greater volume and accelerated transaction processing 

speeds.

 

High Bandwidth State Channel

State Channel A represents a high 

bandwidth state channel that can 

process larger requests at high 

speeds and with additional security.

Low Bandwith State Channel

State Channel B represents a low 

bandwidth state channel that can 

process requests at higher speeds 

and with additional security when 

compared to normal Blockchain 

transactions.

Normal Blockchain Transaction

Basic Blockchain transaction. 

Limited by the block size or gas 

limit on the Blockchain itself.
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7g. AERO Database

The AERO Database is the repository of various types and forms of data utilized 

by the AERO Network to facilitate network participation and functionality. 

The AERO Database will evaluate, modify and save elements of data necessary 

for the AERO Network operation including:

• Host identification verification data 

• Host availability and verification state

• GPS parameters of verified hosts

• State of host availability 

• Drone service provider identity verification

• Drone service provider qualification state

• Drone service provider flight route requests

• Available Right-of-Ways on the AERO Network

• Potential chain of connectivity from available hosts 

• Host and drone service provider matching requests

• Host and drone service provider avigation easement parameters

• Host and drone service provider avigation easement status 

• Standards for traffic separation rules (“TSR”)

Decentralized 
Cloud Storage

(IPFS/Storj)

GPS Coordinates

GPS Telemetry

GPS Database

The Ethereum protocol allows smart contracts to instruct decentralized 

applications (dApps), saving their state on the blockchain. However, changing 

the state of existing applications and storing data on the blockchain requires 

many computations and each computation incurs a computational transaction 
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fee. As noted within the Ethereum yellow paper, the fee to store a 256-bit word 

is equivalent to 20k gas. The equation to calculate the cost to store one kilobyte 

of data on the Ethereum blockchain is given below:

Storing 1KB of data costs 0.0128 ETH ($2.76 USD; 1ETH = 215.5USD):

20k * (1024/32) * 20 GWei = 0.0128 Ether.62 

Querying and manipulating specific data on the blockchain presents difficulties. 

In the current state of development, the only method to query the blockchain 

via a JSON RPC is by executing a call to a predefined smart contract function.63  

The ability to simultaneously query and instruct targeted data across a wide-

scale of various smart contracts is extremely limited, as the same access controls 

apply for standard transactions. Therefore, wide-scale searches return far too 

many results that must be filtered manually, a time and cost-intensive process.

Storj and IPFS are protocols that are designed to create permanent 

decentralized methods of storing and sharing files.  While decentralized 

storage methods such as Storj and IPFS are extremely cheap relative to 

centralized or cloud data storage, however neither protocol at this time carries 

a search function.64 

In a simple blockchain network, each block contains these elements:

•       A list of transaction objects

•       A link to the previous block

•        The hash of a state tree/database

If this simple blockchain network uses a decentralized storage system such as 

IPFS or Storj, only the state entries that change between two blocks need to be 

stored on the blockchain. This results in a significant reduction in the volume 

of data that needs to be stored directly on the blockchain, thus increasing 

the overall efficiency of the network. The AERO Network will opt to use 

decentralized storage solutions, such as IPFS or Storj, given these network 

advantages
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7h.i Indexing Data

To facilitate a decentralized search method, all indexed data will be freely 

available. The purpose of this is to allow anyone to offer an indexing service 

based on the same DPL data source. 

Given the transaction processing and information access speed limitations of 

the blockchain, decentralized alternative database storage solutions like IPFS 

or Storj will likely be used for data storage solutions. In the case of IPFS, anyone 

can easily add files to IPFS, but the kernel hash used to retrieve the data from 

IPFS is only known to the user who adds any specific file. In order to allow 

anyone to discover files in the index, the IPFS hash of every file added to the 

index must be saved on the blockchain as a reference.

This can be accomplished by adding the IPFS hash to a Merkle tree maintained in 

a smart contract.67 By doing so, additional information available at transaction 

execution time, like the sender and timestamp, can be included in the following 

root hash:68  

bytes32 rootHash = sha256(rootHash, documentHash, now, msg.sender);

By adding the IPFS hash to the hash chain, we can show the inception date of an 

IPFS document and prove it has been part of index since that time. 

To inform indexing services of new document additions, an Ethereum event will 

be triggered when a new record is uploaded to the AERO Network. Every indexing 

service can monitor the blockchain for events and retrieve the corresponding 

files from IPFS to add them to their own index. A newly started indexing service 

can iterate over all events to load all IPFS objects and restore the entire index, 

creating a brand new, up-to-date copy of the DPL. This establishes additional 

levels of fault tolerance and backup capability for the AERO Network.

IPFS Hash Added to Blockchain Index Ethereum Event Triggered All Indexing Services Add IPFS Files

Additional Fault Tolerance & Backup Capability EstablishedFiles Added to IPFS

http://msg.sender
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7i. Index Discovery Service

Prior to answering any specific query, a connection must be established 

between the dApp and the indexing service.

This process includes the following steps:

1 The dApp has to perform a handshake with the indexing service.

The dApp issues a whisper message requesting indexing services. 2

4

a The size of the security deposit.
Larger  deposits, equate to more expensive manipulations.

The speed of a whisper response.
The faster a whisper response arrives the faster future queries 
will be serviced given the indexer is most likely closer to the 
dApp user. This is of critical importance if the communication 
is done solely via whisper.

b

3 The indexing service replies with verified (signed) connection 

information (this includes the protocol, host, and port information). 

The dApp waits for an initial response and validates that the indexing 

service address derived from the signature has entered a security 

deposit. 

Two indicators can be used to determine the selected indexing 

service:

5 A direct IP connection can then be established with the given 

information. In cases where the indexer or the dApp user desire 

privacy and do not want to reveal their IP or have restricted access, 

queries can be sent through a direct 1:1 whisper connection.
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7i.i Sending Query Service

To ensure that results cannot be censored or otherwise tampered with, a query 

object must define all parameters of the data being queried. This includes 

keywords that should appear in the data in addition to a suggestion as to what 

data should be included. An example of this can be shown in the below query 

for all data added up to block 4,089,000.

Queries sent by the user must follow the following parameters:

1 Query String – Establishes the definitions required for 

data properties and classification. The query string could be 

defined in an SQL-like query language. 

2

Example: 
Contains(title, “AERO Token”) LIMIT 10; 4089000 
(block #) 

a

All data included up to this block number (in this case 

4,089,000) should be returned by the search process.

If the above rules are satisfied, the indexing service executes the query 

string and returns a set of results including:

1 The result(s) itself – A list of IPFS hashes sorted by an 

established ranking system. 

The indexing service signature – The indexing service 

combines its result together with the user defined query 

string and established block number to create its signature.

2
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A dApp receives the result set and verifies the indexing service signature. The 

dApp can then process and send the result set to a verification service; the 

purpose of the verification service is to validate the result set. This verification 

can be completed by an indexing service. A verifier executes the query string 

and confirms that the result set is identical to the result set received by the 

dApp. In the event the results are not identical, the verification service can 

contest the result set via a smart contract. The verification service must then 

establish that there are two separate result sets. If the service can prove that 

one data set matches the query string and returns a higher-ranking score 

than a data set included in the result set, the indexing service that uploaded 

the incorrect result set loses its security deposit. This security deposit can be 

credited directly to a fund established for verification processing by the AERO 

Network, or it can be credited to the verification service that back-checked the 

result sets. Various methodologies for the distribution of confiscated security 

deposits are being considered on an ongoing basis by the AERO Foundation. 

This system encourages network participants to send accurate query strings 

that can be easily verified when uploading data to the AERO Network. This is 

the foundation of the Proof-of-GPS (“PoG”) concept.70 

There are a few ways in which an indexing service can alter result sets:

1 The indexing service includes data that is not relevant  
        to the index.

2 The indexing service excludes data that is relevant to 
        the index.

3 The rank score of data is manipulated and returned in
        the incorrect order.

In order to establish that a result set manipulation occurred, the smart contract 

must receive the following information for verification:

1 The Query String

2 The Block Number

3 Result Set

4 Challenged Result Set

5 Challenger Result Set

6 Indexing Service Signature
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The smart contract then proceeds through the following 
verifications:

Does the indexing service return a valid Indexing Service signature?

The address derived from the Indexing Service signature must match the address 

of the indexing service holding the security deposit. If this is not the case, the 

verification fails and terminates here. If at any point in the following process steps 

the verification fails and terminates, the security deposit of the indexing service 

that added the original data to the blockchain is confiscated.

Is the challenged result set part of the result data?

The challenged result set must be part of the result data returned by the indexing 

service. If this is not the case, the verification fails and terminates here.

Is the challenged result not included in the index up to the established 

block number?

The verifier can prove that the challenged document was or was not included in 

the index prior to the established block number by using data mapping verification. 

If the challenged document is not part of the index, the verification fails and 

terminates here.

Is the challenger result part of the index up to the established block 

number?

The challenger result set provided by the verification service must be part of the 

index prior to the established block number as defined by the query string. If this is 

not the case, the verification fails and terminates here.

If the challenger document has a higher rank score than the challenged 

document, but is returned at a lower rank priority or not returned in 

the set at all.

In order to completely prove a manipulation in ranking has occurred, the ranking 

algorithm itself must be verified in the smart contract. The rank scores for the 

challenger and challenged result sets are analyzed and compared against each 

other. If the challenged result set has a higher rank priority, but a lower ranking 

score than the challenger result set, the results are proven to be manipulated. At 

this time, the verification fails and terminates.

The challenger document has a higher rank score than the challenged 

document and is returned at a higher rank priority in the result set.

In the event that the challenger set ranks higher than the challenged set, the first 

verification service to verify the validity of the challenger set with the highest 

accuracy is rewarded.

2

4

5

6

3

1
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7j. AERO Core

The AERO Core will be comprised of base code that will direct the principal 

functionality within the AERO Network. The AERO core base code will evaluate 

system parameters, the current state of data on the AERO Database and the 

relevant rules sets necessary to ascertain the validity of data and program 

execution requests on the AERO Network.

Examples of rule sets and systems parameters evaluated, modified and 

executed by the AERO Core include:

AERO Core Assesses Parameters of AERO Network 
Avigation Easements, including:

• Duration of Use

• Date and Time Period(s)

• Recurrence Status

• Revocability

• Recurring Duration Periods

• Token Based Compensation

AERO Core Assesses and Utilizes Data States 
from the Standards for Traffic Separation Rules 
(“TSR”), including:

• N  S vs S  N and E  W vs W  E Air Traffic 

Standards

• Delivery Route Separation and Re-entry   

(on/off ramping)

• Departure and Landing Procedures

• Obstacle Avoidance Systems

• Manned vs Unmanned Traffic

• Modular Air Traffic Control
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8 Early AERO Network Host 
Participation Incentives

The AERO Foundation will materially enhance incentivization of early network 

participation by hosts by directly compensating verified AERO Network hosts with 

reserved AERO Tokens.

Problem

The primary incentive for hosts to participate in the AERO Network is to generate 

income from their idling airspace. A host generates income from drone service 

providers reserving a Right-of-Way avigation easement, via a smart contract, to 

utilize their airspace. 

Due to limited data availability in the early stages of development, during early 

AERO Network development the exact demand for Right-of-Way access to airspace 

over specific properties and regions will be uncertain. Thus, early AERO Network 

hosts may possess insufficient market data to estimate initial earnings potential 

and may collect inconsistent levels of income due to varying rates of airspace 

utilization.

Solution

AERO Foundation has reserved a limited amount of AERO Tokens to incentivize 

early network participation.

The AERO Network will be able to create innovative payment models that provide 

income consistency for verified hosts that grant Right-of-Way avigation easements 

throughout various stages of development, in efforts to create viable chains of 

connectivity for potential drone operations flight routes.

Network Maturity

As AERO Network host and service provider participation increases over time, 

compensation to hosts will transition away from early AERO Foundation direct 

compensation of hosts, to the primary compensation method: Drone service 

providers compensating hosts for reserving Right-of-Way avigation easements for 

drone operations through host airspace. 
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Conclusion

Moving the Sharing Economy to the Blockchain

A blockchain-based sharing economy would reveal available supply (i.e. host 

availability) and demand data, while radically increasing consumer choice and host 

income opportunities. 

For the purposes of this white paper, the sharing economy is defined specifically 

as, “consumers granting each other temporary access to under-utilized physical assets 

(‘idle capacity’), possibly for money.” 71

In the current Sharing Economy, hosts and users rely on trusted centralized 

intermediaries to facilitate host/user pairings, provide reliability barometers, 

dispute resolution mechanisms and when applicable, ensure compensation. While 

centralized intermediaries can and certainly do provide material value to the 

sharing economy, serving as nothing more than digital gatekeepers, deliberately 

obfuscating supply and demand data, isn’t a component of their long-term value 

proposition. 

Furthermore, data-siloing creates a dependence on the intermediary service 

provider for both hosts and users, limiting consumer choice and stymieing potential 

income for hosts. As each sharing economy company (ex. ride sharing service) 

develops and expands their market presence unilaterally, it’s not simply a matter of 

hosts and users alternating between intermediary service providers to successfully 

partake in the sharing economy (ex. reserve a ride or pick up a passenger). 

Sharing Economy on the Blockchain: A High-Impact, Real World 

use of the Blockchain and Crypto Tokens

In a Peer-to-Peer (or Peer-to-Blockchain) sharing economy, hosts would be able 

to go directly to the blockchain to notify all network participants and interested 

parties that their asset or service is available. Therefore, decentralized applications 
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(“dApps”) can eliminate the dependence on relying on any one organization to 

match potential hosts and service providers based on siloed data.

Moreover, dApps can utilize smart contracts to eliminate the dependence on third 

party processors for compensation. Smart contracts can ensure that sufficient 

funds are held in a requesting participants wallet prior to participation and upon 

verification of execution of the parameters defined within the contract, transfer 

designated funds to a host’s wallet.

Airspace is an Under-Utilized, Valuable and Ideal Asset for the 

Sharing Economy

In the Sharing Economy, hosts typically incur “Additional Costs” for sharing their 

assets. There are various forms of additional costs that can manifest themselves 

in a number of ways depending on the context and nature of the asset shared. 

From housecleaning, to vehicle maintenance, the severity of the additional costs 

varies from the type of assets shared to specific transactions (ex. sharing economy 

participants that damage host property). Moreover, material non-monetary 

additional risks are inherently present to all persons that engage in the sharing 

economy. There are non-trivial liability concerns and physical safety considerations 

that should not be ignored when allowing other parties to access one’s home, 

vehicle or property. 

Ideal under-utilized assets that maximize income opportunities for hosts in the 

sharing economy are ones that i) have low additional monetary costs ii) possess 

minimal liability concerns and iii) introduce minimum physical risks to all parties 

involved.

Granting temporary airspace access to drones in exchange for compensation, not 

only addresses the three-part definition for an ideal under-utilized asset, but is 

an ideal use-case to demonstrate the sharing economy efficiently and effectively 

operating on the blockchain.
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A Blockchain-Based Sharing Economy will enable a Drone 

Superhighway

A number of respected institutions and companies are working toward drone flight 

management software solutions, while others have proposed policy initiatives with 

the aim of modifying FAA controlled airspace to accommodate both drone and 

conventional human piloted aircraft. 

However, without an efficient mechanism to enable and incentivize property owners 

to grant low-altitude Right-of-Way access to drone service providers, there is no 

practical way to generate viable flight routes and fly commercial drone services at 

scale without trespassing, short of an eminent domain action.

By utilizing the blockchain, AERO Token enhances the sharing economy by 

demonstrating that an under-utilized asset, airspace over private property, can be 

easily leveraged to generate income.

AERO Token provides a missing technological and legal mechanism necessary to 

enable and easily facilitate the consent of property owners for low-altitude drone 

flight over private property. 

But perhaps more importantly, AERO Token demonstrates that the blockchain can 

maximize the potential of the sharing economy by eliminating data silos, increasing 

consumer choice and establishing a use-case that may materially influence how 

future policy and economic issues are addressed. 
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